
MY POLICE DREAM

Police featured in a dream represents rules. When the police are attempting to arrest you for a What does a Police
mean in your dream. Dream Dictionary A-Z .

The dream should encourage you to ask for it and to stop judging yourself for not being all-powerful.
Dreaming about being chased by a police car. Maybe you even feel emotionally or sexually reserved, because
of some guilt you are harboring. Essay Topic: Police Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! This
dream could also represent problems in your life caused by other people. Feeling that you were caught
breaking rules. Is there an inquiry into why something went wrong at work? Sometimes they signify
confronting rule breakers, or liars. A need for fairness, order, or following the rules to be respected. The
question for you then, is are these controls coming from without or within? To find out or even dream that
you're an officer running a murder investigation indicates that a devious side of your character may come
about, is at turmoil along with your ethical requirements. To see a police force within your dream represents
your desire for rules, this also indicates a recognition of obligations and rules in your life. If this becomes too
much for you then you should consider turning these obligations down, before this amount of stress ruins your
health. The dream simply means that you wish order to be restored to your world - "found out" Do you fear
being found out in some way? Do not hesitate to ask others at least for an idea of direction of action. If you
were chased by a police officer in your dream, maybe such a dream is a reminder to be more humble, tactful
and tolerant in your behavior towards others. Dreams about a police officer These dreams could vary a lot, of
course, and so their meanings. We can feel guilty on the ground of moral reasons e. Dreams about being
chased by the police Dreams about being chased by the police are most commonly reflections of guilt, regret
and unwillingness to face consequences that come out of our mistakes. If a man dreams about a male police
officer, it means he will face troubles in near future, most likely some form of rivalry. Dreaming about police
cars. I want to be someone he looks up to and hopefully one day he will follow in my footsteps. If you have
come to the station on your own, to admit something, it reflects your personal growth from an unserious
individual to a fully responsible and righteous person. It is up to that person to decide how they react to it and
what actions they decide to take. Maybe this dream signifies not willing, or not being able to accept the
consequences for some of your actions.


